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Abstract: The course of pyrolysis of pea husks was studied. It was stated that the compaction of a
sample during its pyrolysis causes an almost two-fold increase in the content of hydrocarbons in
the composition of volatile products in the temperature range of 350–470 ◦C. Low density polyethy-
lene (LDPE), novolac, and coal tar pitch (CTP) wastes were added to feedstocks in the amount
of 2 wt% in order to decrease the contribution of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons along
with oxygen-containing compounds in volatile products. The analysis of the obtained products
of pyrolysis was conducted using the techniques of thermogravimetry/Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (TG/FT-IR), attenuated total reflectance (ATR) and ultraviolet (UV)-spectroscopies, gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GCMS), X-ray diffractions (XRD), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). It was determined that pitch took the first place
in a series of effectiveness in decreasing the content of harmful compounds in pyrolysis products;
novolac was the second. A temperature of 370 ◦C (CTP) lowers the contribution of compounds with
carbonyl groups (by approx. 2.7 times) and the contribution of alcohols, phenols, and esters (by
approx. 4.4 times). At a temperature of 465 ◦C, this additive reduces the contribution of saturated and
unsaturated hydrocarbons in the composition of volatiles (by approx. 5.8 times) and at a temperature
of 520 ◦C, a more substantial decrease is observed (by approx. 14.3 times). During the pyrolysis in the
temperature range of 420–520 ◦C, LDPE actively emits its own products of decomposition in the form
of aliphatic hydrocarbons that negatively affect the environment. The composition of condensed
pyrolysis products changes under the influence of additives. In water condensates, the concentra-
tion of determined phenols and anhydrosugars increases slightly under the influence of additives.
The SEM and XRD investigations proved that inorganics interact with volatile pyrolysis products
from the blends of pea husks with additives and change their composition. After the transformation
of chemical composition, inorganics catalyse secondary reactions that take place in the pyrolysis
products of blends.

Keywords: pyrolysis; biomass; volatile–char interactions

1. Introduction

The formed agricultural wastes can be processed into biofuels. Pea husks belong
to such wastes. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations informs
that at present pea ranks second behind the common bean among the most cultivated
legumes worldwide. To make transportation and further energy processing easier, these
wastes were subjected to densification that is based on their briquetting, tableting, or
also pelletizing. In these technological operations, binders of various types were used [1],
namely recovered polyvinyl alcohol, waste cooking oil and waste lubricating oil [2], lignin,
starch and polyvinyl alcohol [3], xanthan and guar gums [4], pea starch, and carboxymethyl
cellulose [5]. The binders for biomass were chosen with regard to the improvement of
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strength qualities of the obtained products. For this purpose, Plaza et al. [6] used coal
tar pitch (CTP) as an additive to CO2 adsorbents prepared from pine sawdust pellets.
Cheng et al. [7] used coal tar residue as an additive to olive stone biomass. In their
opinion, this additive increased the mechanical strength and heating value of pellets.
Ioannou and Simitzis [8] and Faliagas et al. [9] proposed to use novolac (NL) in production
of carbonaceous adsorbents. Theodoropoulou et al. [10] also added novolac to biomass.
However, these authors investigated novolac-resin/biomass composites from the viewpoint
of the properties of activated charcoal and their probable use for electrochemical purposes.
Thus, the influence of novolac and coal tar pitch on the yield and composition of volatile
pyrolysis products has not been studied.

In the last decade, more and more it has been proposed to process biomass with
synthetic material wastes such as polypropylene [11], polyethylene terephthalate [12],
waste polystyrene foam [13], and polyvinyl chloride [14]. A lot of attention was paid to
co-pyrolysis of biomass with polyethylene (PE) due to its smaller residues after pyrolysis
compared to other synthetic materials [15–17].

According to several authors [18–23], the presence of PE lowered char yield during its
co-pyrolysis with biomass. Zheng et al. [18] suggested that in the case of the blend of pine
sawdust with low density polyethylene (LDPE) a decrease in char yield resulted from the
occurrence of synergistic reactions between them during co-pyrolysis.

The investigations of the blends of PE with biomass conducted by different researchers
revealed a range of contradictions in the results they obtained. According to Hossain et al. [19]
and Yang et al. [21], the presence of PE lowered the yield of volatile products during co-pyrolysis
with biomass. A different point of view was proposed by Zheng et al. [18] and Tang et al. [22].
Zheng et al. [18] suggested that the addition of LDPE restrains the coking reactions of biomass
and causes an increase in the yield of volatile products. Moreover, Tang et al. [22] reported that
the yield of gaseous products such as CO, H2, CH4, and higher hydrocarbons increased as a
result of the interaction of char and LDPE during co-pyrolysis.

However, Xue et al. [23] stated that the co-pyrolysis of PE and red oak limited the amount
of CO2 in gaseous products. The investigations conducted by a range of authors [19–22,24,25]
proved that the addition of PE increased the yield of liquid products during co-pyrolysis
with biomass. These scientists pointed to the occurrence of the synergistic effect between
PE and biomass during co-pyrolysis as a cause of this phenomenon. Lu et al. [20] and
Dewangan et al. [25] suggested that such an increase was caused by the transfer of hydro-
gen from polymer to biomass. Lu et al. [20] and Xue et al. [23] specified that this takes place at
the expense of hydrogen transfer from PE to oxygenates originating from biomass. According to
Zheng et al. [18], the occurrence of synergistic interactions between pine sawdust and LDPE
was caused by the presence of hemicellulose that activated the pyrolysis of LDPE.

Another contradiction referred to the yield of oil. Yang et al. [21] suggested that the
greatest yield of oil from the co-pyrolysis of biomass with PE is obtained at the temperature
of 600 ◦C. In turn, Hossain et al. [19] reported that they obtained the greatest yield of oil
from the co-pyrolysis of rice straw with PE at the temperature of 450 ◦C.

According to Yang et al. [21], during three types of co-pyrolysis of LDPE and biomass
the content of alcohols and aliphatic compounds in pyrolytic oil increased whereas that of
aldehydes, acids, ethers, furans, ketones, phenols, and sugars decreased. Kumagai et al. [24]
suggested that the addition of PE to beech wood increased the content of levoglucosan
and methoxyphenols in liquid products. According to these researchers, the observed
increase in yield was connected with the stabilization of radicals of levoglucosan and
methoxyphenols. In their opinion, the stabilization of radicals was caused by the removal
of hydrogen from the pyrolysed PE in the gas phase. Summing up, it should be stated that
the influence of LDPE additive on the yield and composition of volatile pyrolysis products
has not been fully studied despite numerous research.

It follows from the aforementioned that there still exist various contradictions in
the field of knowledge about the pyrolysis process of densified biomass with additives.
The same relates to how different binders influence the course of the biomass pyrolysis
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process—it has not been fully explained and requires additional research. Therefore, this
paper is aimed at the investigation of how the additions of LDPE, novolac, and coal tar
pitch influence the pyrolytic behaviour of one biomass waste, namely densified pea husks.
The specific aims of this research include an analysis of the composition of volatile and
condensed pyrolysis products of densified pea husks and their blends with 2 wt.% of
additives along with the characteristics of the solid products obtained.

2. Materials and Methods

For research purpose, pea husks (PH) were washed and then dried at room tem-
perature. Next, PH samples were ground to particles of <0.2 mm in size and dried at a
temperature of 105 ◦C. An Elementar Vario Micro Cube CHNS analyser manufactured by
Elementar Analysensysteme GmbH (Langenselbold, Germany) was used for elemental
analysis of PH samples. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Main characteristics of PH.

Elements Cd [%] Hd [%] Nd [%] Sd [%] Ad [%] %O a HHV b

[MJ·kg−1]

Amount 40.99 ± 0.28 5.77 ± 0.01 0.03±0.00 0.00 9.59 ± 0.46 43.62% ± 0.23 16.40 ± 0.16
a calculated by difference, O [%] = 100 − Cd − Hd − Nd − Sd − Ad; b calculated by HHV [MJ·kg−1] = 0.3491 ×
Cd + 1.1783 × Hd + 0.1005 × Sd − 0.0151 × Nd − 0.1034 × Oa − 0.0211 × Ad. d—dry basis.

The selected inorganic components in the studied PH were determined by the ED-XRF
technique. For this purpose, a Niton Goldd+ analyser manufactured by Thermo Fisher Scientific
Inc. (Waltham, MA, USA) was used. The results of the analysis are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The content of selected inorganic elements in studied biomass [mg·kg−1].

Elements Si P S Cl K Ca

Amount 4210 ± 233 233 ± 94 1628 ± 75 475 ± 27 22,343 ± 176 15,052 ± 331

The accuracy of determination was checked on the basis of an analysis of reference materi-
als: NIST-1575a (pine needles), NIST-1573a (tomato leaves), IC-INCT-PVLT-6 (tobacco leaves).

LDPE transparent packaging foil cut into pieces of 1 × 1 mm in size, NL, and a
commercial sample of coal tar pitch CTP86BL (CTP) with a softening temperature of 86 ◦C
were used as the additives. The amount of additives was 2 wt.%. The previous studies on
solid hydrocarbon feedstocks [26,27] showed that the direction of changes taking place in
material during thermochemical treatment can be observed from the amount of 2 wt% of
additive. PH sample and its blends with additives were densified to the form of tablets.
The tablets of pea husks and blends with additives were obtained in a tablet press using
pistons with a diameter of 1.2 cm and 0.8 cm. The density of tablets without additives
was 0.955 ± 0.019 g·cm−3, with addition of LDPE-0.954 ± 0.003 g·cm−3, with addition of
NL-0.955 ± 0.010 g·cm−3, and with addition of CTP-0.956 ± 0.007 g·cm−3.

The pyrolysis was carried out in a tube furnace PRC 70 × 708/110 M manufactured
by Czylok company under a high-purity nitrogen atmosphere to a temperature of 450 ◦C.
The average heating rate was 10 ◦C·min−1; at the final temperature, the sample was kept
isothermal for 30 min to complete the pyrolysis. Next, the heating was turned off and
the samples were cooled in nitrogen flow. This experiment was repeated twice for every
sample. Information about the mass of studied tablets with a diameter of 1.2 cm and how
they are placed in a quartz boat round bottom (100 × 30 × 15 mm) is given in Figure S1
and in Table S1.

The condensates of volatile products were obtained in two ways. Using the first way,
the volatile products were passed through a layer of methanol in order to condense polar
compounds in it. Using the second way, the volatile products were passed through a layer
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of distilled water in order to condense compounds soluble in water. During pyrolysis,
methanol and distilled water were cooled with ice water. The yield of methanol and water
condensates were determined after evaporation of methanol and water to constant weight.

Additionally, PH samples in loose and densified forms and the samples of densified
PH blends with LDPE, NL, and CTP additives were pyrolysed in a Q50 thermobalance (TA
Instruments Inc., New Castle, DE, USA) under an atmosphere of high-purity nitrogen. The
mass of samples was 20 ± 2 mg. The samples were heated in a standard platinum crucible
(100 ul PLATINUM PAN KIT 952018.906). The heating rate was equal to 10 ◦C·min−1;
the heating was carried out up to a temperature of 750 ◦C. The TGA and DTG curves
were registered. The volatile products formed during pyrolysis were transferred through
an interface to a Nicolet iS10 spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA,
USA) and their FT–IR spectra were registered. This experiment was repeated twice for
every sample. The obtained FT–IR spectra were next normalised with regard to CO2 band
using an OMNIC9 software. The DTG curves of the loose and densified samples without
additives were deconvoluted with an OMNIC9 software. The deconvolution made it
possible to determine the contribution of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and extractives,
the decomposition of which took part in the formation of this curve [28].

The obtained condensates were studied using a Smart MIRacle module, with which
the Nicolet iS10 spectrometer was equipped. The material of condensates was applied on a
ZnSe monocrystal. The ATR spectra of samples were registered in the wavenumber range
4000–600 cm−1. This operation was performer three times for every sample. The baseline
was corrected in order to eliminate the non-specific background. The registered spectra
were normalised with respect to C=C band near 1600 cm−1 using an OMNIC9 software
according to the methodology described in the work [28].

The samples of condensates of 0.0001 g in weight were dissolved in 50 mL of acetoni-
trile and studied using a JASCO V630 spectrometer. The UV spectra were registered in the
range of 190–360 nm. This operation was performed twice for every sample. The spectra
were normalised regarding absorbance at the wavelength of 190 nm using a Jasco Spectra
Manager software.

The water condensates were studied using a gas chromatograph QP-2010 Plus (Shi-
madzu, Kyoto, Japan) coupled with a mass spectrometry detector that was equipped with
an HP-5MS column. A quantitative analysis of selected compounds and anhydrosugars
was conducted according to the techniques presented in the works [29,30]. The obtained
results were calculated per 1 g of samples.

The chars of PH sample and its blends with additives pyrolysed at the temperature
of 450 ◦C were mixed with 10 wt% of NaF as an internal standard. The blends of chars
with NaF were studied by X-ray diffraction using an X’Pert Pro MPD diffractometer
(PANalytical) equipped with a Cu-anode 1.8. kW X-ray tube with linear exit window.
The diffractograms of studied samples were registered using a position sensitive silicon
strip detector (X’Celerator) with the dimensions of 15 × 9 mm and 128 strips in 2 Θ
angular range from 10◦ to 45◦. The diffractograms were obtained in the mode of U = 45 kV
and I = 40 mA.

The chars of the densified samples with and without additives, which were obtained
at the temperature of 750 ◦C, were studied with a Quanta 3D FEG scanning electron
microscope manufactured by FEI Company (Hillsboro, OR, USA). The accelerating volt-
age was 10 keV. An EDX analysis was made during the investigation of these samples,
the voltage was 10 keV.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Pyrolysis of PH Samples in Loose and Densified Forms

Figure 1 presents the results of a thermogravimetric analysis of PH samples pyrolysed
in loose (PHL) and densified (PH) forms.
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The course of the curves in Figure 1a implies that the densification of the PH sample
increases the mass loss of sample in the temperature range of 350–750 ◦C and shifts the
maximum in the DTG curve by 7 ◦C toward higher temperatures. Moreover, densification
changes the shape of DTG curves. Such changes indicate alterations in the contribution
of biomass components to the formation of the DTG curve. Figure 1b presents the results
of deconvolution of the DTG curve. These results imply an increase in the contribution
of lignin but a decrease in the contribution of cellulose and hemicellulose in its forma-
tion. In turn, this suggests that there are some changes in the thermal stability of these
biomass components caused by interactions between them. Thereby, the thermal stability
of lignin decreases and that of cellulose and hemicellulose increases under the conditions
of densification (Figure 1b). The occurrence of interactions between cellulose and lignin
was ascertained in the works [31,32]; the interactions between cellulose and hemicellulose
were analysed in the works [33,34]. Liu et al. [33] and Hu et al. [35] pointed out that weak
interactions can occur between lignin and hemicellulose.

Figure 2 presents the FT–IR spectra of volatile products obtained from the pyrolysis of
loose and densified samples at the temperatures of 370, 470, and 520 ◦C.

It follows from the comparison of FT–IR spectra in Figure 2 that the densification of
the PH sample changes the composition of volatile products of pyrolysis and leads to an
increase in the contribution ratio of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, compounds
with carbonyl groups, alcohols, and phenols in them. A similar phenomenon of the increas-
ing amount of environmentally hazardous compounds in the composition of volatiles was
ascertained during the investigation of a densified sample of soft wood [28]. The changes in
composition of the volatile products of pyrolysis can be expected on the basis of data about
the composition of condensed products present in them. The ATR spectra of material of the
volatile products of pyrolysis of loose and densified PH samples condensed in methanol
are presented in Figure 3.

The normalised ATR spectra of condensates in Figure 3 imply that the densification of
the PH sample causes an increase in the contribution ratio of the compounds able to form
hydrogen bonds and bonds of the Cal–H type. In the condensates from densified samples,
there is an increase in the contribution of the compounds with carbonyl groups and ester
bonds, alcohols, phenols, and compounds with out-of-plane Car–H bending vibration. This
implies that the densification of the PH sample not only increases the yield of volatile
components (Figure 2) but, also, enhances the contribution of environmentally hazardous
compounds in them. Further research was conducted in an attempt to reduce the emission
of harmful compounds during the pyrolysis of the densified PH samples.
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Figure 3. The ATR spectra of condensates from PH samples pyrolysed in loose and densified forms.
(1) aromatic skeletal vibrations in fragments with guaiacyl rings; (2) C–H asymmetric deformation of
–OCH3, CH2 in pyran ring symmetric scissoring; (3) C–H deformation in fragments of hemicellulose,
(4) C–O stretching in lignin, C-O linkage in guaiacyl aromatic methoxyl groups; (5) C–O stretching in
syringyl rings, (6) C–H vibrations in lignin; (7) C–O stretching in fragments of cellulose and lignin [36,37].
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3.2. Pyrolysis of PH Samples with CTP, NL, and LDPE Additives

Figure 4 presents the results of thermogravimetric analysis of the densified PH sample
and its blends with CTP, NL, and LDPE additives.
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It follows from the comparison of shapes of TGA and DTG curves in Figure 4 that
the additives do not change their shape in the temperature range below 500 ◦C. The only
exception is the course of curves of PH blend with LDPE. The deviation of the TGA curve
of the PH blend with LDPE from the course of other curves at temperatures of 350–450 ◦C
implies the lack of depolymerization of LDPE at these temperatures in the blend with the
PH. The depolymerization of LDPE takes place near 462.3 ◦C which is evidenced by a
peak in the DTG curve. It was noticed in the works by other authors [38–40] that at this
temperature an intensive depolymerization of LDPE takes place. Xiong et al. [16] suggested
that a decrease in the mass loss before depolymerization of HDPE takes place as a result of
persistence of volatiles from biomass in melting polymer.

The deviations in the course of the TGA and DTG curves of densified PH blends with
additives regarding that of the densified PH sample are observed in the temperature range
of 500–750 ◦C (Figure 4). This implies a possible occurrence of interactions between volatile
products of pyrolysis and char which was reported in works by many authors [41–43]. In
the temperature range of 650–700 ◦C, there is a visible peak in the DTG curve. Its presence
can be caused by the changes in composition of the volatile products of pyrolysis as a result
of secondary reactions in the gas phase [44,45]. It cannot be excluded that the appearance
of this peak is caused by the interactions between volatiles that changed composition and
the surface of formed char.

The increase in yield of volatiles during the co-pyrolysis of densified PH sample with
additives raises a question about the presence of condensed products in these volatiles.
Table 3 presents the yields of condensates obtained at the cooling of volatiles during the
pyrolysis of the densified PH sample and its blends with additives.

Table 3. The yields of material soluble in methanol and water [wt%].

Samples Material Condensable in
Methanol

Material Condensable in
Water

PH without additive 0.87 ± 0.07 0.76 ± 0.04
PH with NL 1.39 ± 0.09 1.32 ± 0.07
PH with CTP 1.65 ± 0.11 1.52 ± 0.13

PH with LDPE 1.67 ± 0.02 1.08 ± 0.03
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It follows from the data in Table 3 that all additives in the blend with PH increase the yields
of condensates. Other scientists in their works [19,21,24] drew attention to the increase in yields
of liquid pyrolysis products under the influence of PE. This increase in yield of condensates
points to the occurrence of interactions between additives and the material of PH at temperatures
below 450 ◦C. Moreover, it implies that greater amounts of condensable compounds can be a
result of secondary reactions between the volatile products of PH destruction and the volatile
compounds originating from additives. The possibility of secondary reactions in the volatile
phase was reported in the works [44,45].

In light of the above considerations, it was reasonable to compare structural-chemical
parameters of the obtained condensates, the ATR spectra of which are presented in Figure 5.
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–OCH3, CH2 in pyran ring symmetric scissoring; (4) C–H deformation in fragments of hemicellulose;
(5) C–O stretching in syringyl rings; (6) C–O stretching in fragments of cellulose and lignin [36,37].

It follows from the comparison of shapes of the normalised FT–IR spectra of methanol
and water condensates in Figure 5 that all condensates have compounds with similar
functional groups in their composition but the concentration of these groups in condensed
material is different. In the water condensates, there is small contribution of compounds
with carbonyl groups and aromatic skeletal vibrations in fragments with guaiacyl rings.
The contribution of compounds able to form hydrogen bonds (the range of 3680–2400 cm−1)
lowers substantially in the water condensates, the absorbance of all bands diminishes in
the wavenumber range of 1500–600 cm−1. In the material that is soluble in methanol the
height of the bands of the bonds of Cal-H type changes under the influence of CTP and
LDPE. Under the influence of CTP the height of methylene Cal-H asym. bend decreases
by 1.26 times whereas under the influence of LDPE it increases by 1.72 times compared to
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this band of the methanol condensate from the sample without additives. In the methanol
condensates, NL and LDPE additives lower the contribution of compounds having de-
formation vibrations of Car–H type in the wavenumber range of 900–600 cm−1 compared
to the condensate of the sample without additives. There are distinct contributions of
compounds with chromophore groups in the composition of the condensed material. Such
distinctions show that the used additives change the composition of the condensed material
in different ways.

Figure 6 presents a comparison of the normalised UV spectra of condensates.
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It follows from the shape of the UV spectra in Figure 6a that only the CTP additive
causes an increase in absorbance of the material that is soluble in methanol. The spectrum
of methanol condensate in Figure 6a is located above the other spectra. This suggests that
there is a greater amount of compounds with chromophore groups in this condensate.
Figure 6b presents the UV spectra of water condensates. Among water condensates, the
condensates from the densified PH sample and its blend with CTP possess unsaturated
compounds with chromophore groups most of all. The differences in the composition of
condensed material imply that the composition of volatile products of pyrolysis of the
densified PH sample and its blend with additives can also differ.

Table 4 presents the values of the concentration of selected carboxylic acids and
anhydrosugars determined in the water condensates during the pyrolysis of the PH sample
and its blend with additives calculated per 1 g of pyrolysed samples.

Table 4. The concentration of selected organic compounds present in the water condensates [mg/L].

Samples Carboxylic Acids Anhydrosugars
CH3COO− HCOO− C2O42− LG MN GA

without
additives 116 5.3 <0.01 0.13 0.16 0.07

with NL 123 5.7 <0.01 0.17 0.22 0.13
with CTP 119 5.6 <0.01 0.20 0.23 0.13

with LDPE 123 5.8 <0.01 0.16 0.08 0.10
LG—levoglucosan; MN—mannosan, GA—galactosan.

It follows from the data in Table 4 that all additives to the PH sample cause a slight
increase in the concentration of carboxylic acids and anhydrosugars in the composition of
water condensates. LDPE additive decreases the concentration of MN and GA compared to
the concentration of these components in the condensate of the sample pyrolysed without
additives. A similar situation is observed for the concentration of determined phenols in
the water condensates of the PH sample but these changes are not significant (Table S2).
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Figure 7 presents a comparison of the normalised FT–IR spectra of volatile products of
the densified PH sample with and without additives.
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It follows from Figure 7 that CTP and NL additives lower the yield of undesirable
compounds in the composition of volatile products in the whole temperature range of
pyrolysis. The blend of the PH sample and LDPE behaves differently. It is clearly visible in
the FT–IR spectra (at a temperature of 370 ◦C) that the contribution of compounds with
carbonyl groups (aldehydes, carboxylic acids, ketones, esters, alcohols, and phenols) in
the composition of volatiles decreases under the influence of additives. At a temperature
of 462 ◦C, at which the maximum of mass loss rate is observed, LDPE actively undergoes
depolymerization [18–20]. In the FT–IR spectra, at a temperature of 465 ◦C, there appears a
distinct band that points to the emission of products of this decomposition. The products of
decomposition of LDPE are still visible at a temperature of 520 ◦C. This gives good reasons
to conclude that during the co-pyrolysis of the PH sample and LDPE there can occur some
interactions between the products of depolymerization of LDPE and char in the PH sample.

Table 5 presents the calculations of the surface area ratios of the bands in the FT–
IR spectra of volatile products of the PH sample without additives with respect to the
appropriate parameters of the samples with additives.

The FT–IR spectra presented in Figure 7 and the results in Table 5 indicate that
CTP additive decreases the contribution of undesirable compounds in the composition
of volatile products of pyrolysis of PH to a greater extent than NL and LDPE additives.
At a temperature of 370 ◦C, CTP additive lowers the contribution of compounds with
carbonyl groups by 2.70 times and the contribution of alcohols, phenols, and esters by
4.38 times. At a temperature of 465 ◦C, this additive reduces the contribution of satu-
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rated and unsaturated hydrocarbons in the composition of volatiles by 5.75 times and by
14.25 times at the temperature of 520 ◦C.

Table 5. The surface area ratios of the bands in the FT–IR spectra of volatile products of pyrolysis of
PH sample and its blends with additives.

Samples 370 ◦C 465 ◦C 520 ◦C
AC=O PH/AC=O with add Aalc-phen PH/Aalk-phen with add AHC PH/AHC with add AHC PH/AHC with add

With NL 1.39 ± 0.02 1.75 ± 0.02 1.92 ± 0.03 2.85 ± 0.04
With CTP 2.70 ± 0.13 4.38 ± 0.18 5.75 ± 0.19 14.25 ± 0.47

With LDPE 1.64 ± 0.02 2.19 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.01 3.56 ± 0.01

Ac=O—surface area of band that corresponds to compounds with carbonyl groups. Aalc-phen—surface area of band
that corresponds to alcohols, phenols, and esters. AHC—surface area of band that corresponds to hydrocarbons.

Summarizing the above, it should be noticed that the interactions between the PH sample
and the additives took place at temperatures below 450 ◦C which is evidenced by the FT–IR
spectra of volatile products. At temperatures above 500 ◦C, in turn, the secondary reactions,
on which the additives also may exert influence, can take place. These reactions can occur
not only in the gas phase [44,45] but, also, as a result of the interactions between the volatile
products and formed chars [41,43,46]. These considerations follow from an analysis of the
thermogravimetric curves in Figure 3. In order to analyse the influence of additives on the
structure and composition of chars, their diffractograms were compared in Figure 8.
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The diffractograms in Figure 8 were normalised with respect to (002) reflex from the
internal standard NaF; the ratios of surface areas of (002) reflexes of chars and NaF were
determined. The ratio of the surface area of the char of the PH sample without additives
(A(002)char/A(002)NaF) was equal to 2.75; the parameters of appropriate ratios for the char
of PH sample with NL were 2.51; for the char with LDPE, it was 3.03 and for the char
with CTP, it was 2.95. Different values of the ratios show that the interactions with the
volatile products in the chars of studied samples influenced the changes in the amount of
carbon atoms that participate in the processes of coherent X-ray scattering. Therefore, the
diffractograms presented in Figure 8 imply that the degree of the ordering of C atoms in
chars increases under the influence of interactions of the PH sample with LDPE and CTP
but decreases under the influence of NL.

Attention should be drawn to the fact of the presence of reflexes from inorganic
components in the diffractograms. The reflexes from Mg(OH)2 near 2Θ 18.7 angle and
those from SiO2 near 2Θ 20.7, 38.0, and 42.3 angles are present in the diffractograms of
the PH sample without additives. These reflexes do not occur in the diffractograms of
the PH samples with additives. It suggests that during the pyrolysis of the PH sample
with additives in the medium of the volatile products with a different composition these
compounds are not present. The lack of the aforementioned reflexes in the diffractograms
of chars with additives gives reason to suggest that Mg(OH)2 undergoes decomposition
with the formation of MgO. MgO is probably reduced to metallic Mg at an increased
temperature and the aggressive medium of the volatile products of the pyrolysis of the
PH sample with additives [47]. However, SiO2 crystals are reduced from the formed Mg
to powdered Si [48] with the formation of MgO, etc. This way, the additives not only
change the composition of the volatile products of pyrolysis but, also, cause changes in
the structure and composition of the char itself. The height of the reflexes of CaCO3 and
MgCO3 in the diffractograms of additives is almost the same. According to Shen et al. [49],
CaCO3 and MgCO3 can effectively modify the yield and composition of pyrolysis products.
If their content in chars is equal, it can be expected that their influence on the structure
of char and the composition of volatiles will be the same. The diffractograms in Figure 8
and the FT–IR spectra in Figure 7 contradict such expectations. This fact implies that
volatile products interact with the inorganic components of chars in other ways that are
not observable in the diffractograms. Figure 9 presents a visualization of chars pyrolysed
to a temperature of 750 ◦C.

In Figure 9a–d, a comparison of the SEM images made at the magnification of M300
showed the presence of crushed pieces of chars having different shapes: There are visible
rod-shaped objects and irregularly shaped objects with a flat surface. There are some
brick-shaped objects visible on the surface of some ‘rods’ (Figure 9e–h). The surface of
rods has a distinct relief: the material of ‘bricks’ from the PH sample without additives
has a greater compactness, the ‘bricks’ material surface from the PH sample with NL
looks degraded, the ‘bricks’ surface from the PH sample with CTP looks as if there were
deposits of other material, and the material of ‘rods’ from the PH sample with LDPE
is crumbled to such great extent that in some spots the edges of ‘bricks’ are invisible.
The EDX point microanalysis of ‘bricks’ showed the presence of great amounts of Ca
and O atoms and smaller amounts of K, C, and Cl atoms in their composition (Table S3).
The XRD data (Figure 8) imply that there is mostly CaCO3 present in them. The interactions
of CaCO3 with the volatile products of decomposition of the PH sample with additives
as ligands may cause the differences in composition of the material of ‘bricks’ and the
formation of their complexes [50]. It cannot be excluded that in the presence of Mg2+ ions
there can be complex calcium carbonate aggregates formed that have the morphology and
texture similar to the morphology of aggregates presented in the work by Huang et al. [51].
Attention should be drawn to the fact that the amount of C atoms on the surface of ‘bricks’
with CTP is slightly larger than in the case of the blends with NL and LDPE. It can only be
presumed that this may be caused by a greater amount of aromatic hydrocarbons in CTP
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that can interact with CaCO3 as ligands and form the deposits with a greater amount of C
atoms on the surface of ‘bricks’.
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Figure 9. The SEM images of chars of densified PH sample and its blend with additives (a) char
surface of PH; (b) char surface of PH with NL; (c) char surface of PH with CTP; (d) char surface of
PH with LDPE; (e) ‘bricks’ in char from PH; (f) ‘bricks’ in char from PH with NL; (g) ‘bricks’ in char
from PH with CTP; (h) ‘bricks’ in char from PH with LDPE; (i) ‘star’ in char from PH; (j) ‘star’ in char
from PH with NL; (k) ‘star’ in char from PH with CTP; (l) ‘star’ in char from PH with LDPE; (m) flat
surface of char from PH; (n) flat surface of char from PH with NL; (o) flat surface of char from PH
with CTP; (p) flat surface of char from PH with LDPE.

On the flat surfaces of chars of pyrolysed samples, there are some visible characteristic
reliefs similar to ‘stars’ with outgoing arms (Figure 9i–l). However, only in Figure 9j there
are some deposits of lighter material visible on a ‘star’ from the blend of the PH sample with
NL and on the surface of a ‘star’ from the blend of the PH sample with CTP there are some
small pores that probably result from the loss of material of chars during gasification along
with some deposits of lighter material. The EDX surface microanalysis of ‘stars’ in Table S3
shows the differences in composition of the areas of chars with ‘stars’. Nevertheless, in
these areas a greater amount of C, O, and K atoms is present.

Figure 9m–p present the SEM images of flat surfaces for chars at a magnification of
M25k. The images show that all chars have a different surface relief. There are some areas
with lighter deposits and some areas with the pores formed as a result of char gasification
visible on the flat surface of chars from the PH sample with NL (Figure 9n). However,
on the flat surface of char from the PH sample with CTP there are small deposits. The
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EDX microanalysis of the surface presented in Table S3 shows that on these surfaces the
amount of C atoms changes in the range of 35.60–49.13 wt%, that of O atoms changes in the
range of 20.14–29.33 wt%, that of Mg atoms changes in the range of 1.85–4.13 wt%, that
of P atoms changes in the range of 0.24–0.36 wt%, that of S atoms changes in the range
of 0.41–0.79 wt%, that of Cl atoms changes in the range of 0.24–0.67 wt%, that of K atoms
changes in the range of 23.03–32.23 wt%, and, finally, the amount of Ca atoms changes in
the range of 1.84–3.19 wt%. The point microanalysis was conducted in order to explain
the composition of lighter deposits that are visible in Figure 9n,j. The data presented in
Figure S1 show that in the deposit material there are somehow reduced amounts of C
(24.39 wt%), S (0.27 wt%), and K (16.50 wt%) atoms but somehow increased amounts of O
(31.43 wt%), Mg (14.30 wt%), P (1.92 wt%), and Ca (9.57 wt%) atoms. Such a composition
of deposits implies that the formation of Ca and Mg complexes with ligands originating
from the volatile pyrolysis products of the PH sample is possible in the gas phase [46,48].

A different composition of inorganics in the studied chars can diversely catalyse
the course of chemical reactions taking place during the co-pyrolysis of the PH sample
with additives at pyrolysis temperatures above 450 ◦C and change the composition of
volatile pyrolysis products along with the structure and composition of chars. A peak in
the DTG curve (Figure 4) in the temperature range of 650–700 ◦C can be a proof of that.
The differences in modification of the surface of inorganics by volatile products make
the changed inorganics catalyse secondary reactions during char-volatile interactions in
distinct ways.

4. Conclusions

The influence of LDPE, novolac, and coal tar pitch additives on the yield and com-
position of pyrolysis products from densified pea husks was studied. It was stated that
all additives change the contribution ratio of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons,
compounds with carbonyl groups, alcohols, phenols, and esters in the composition of
volatile pyrolysis products from densified pea husks. The coal tar pitch additive causes
the greatest reduction in these compounds in volatiles. All additives facilitate an increase
in yield of the material condensable in methanol and in water. The greatest amount of
the condensate soluble in methanol is obtained by the addition of LDPE, and that of the
condensate soluble in water is obtained by the addition of coal tar pitch. The concentration
of determined phenols and anhydrosugars slightly increases in water condensates under
the influence of the additives. The additives to densified pea husks influence the yield
of chars from the blends with additives, their structure, and composition. As a result
of the interactions between the volatile pyrolysis products of the blends from pea husks
with additives and the inorganics present in pea husks, new complex compounds having
different compositions appear. The formed compounds can be the catalysers of chemical
reactions taking place both in the gas phase and during the volatile-char interactions.
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Concentration of selected phenols per 1 g sample [µg/L]; Table S3: Microanalysis results [wt%].
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